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ABSTRACT

Perceptual prefiltering is the process of enhancing relevant por-
tions of an image or of a video, and of simplifying contextual in-
formation in order to improve the perceived quality or the com-
pression ratio. In this paper, we discuss the results of subjective
quality evaluation experiments performed to assess the impact of
perceptual prefiltering on video coding and we propose an objec-
tive quality metric that mimics the behavior of human observers.
The predicted performance of the proposed metric is consistent
with the subjective evaluation scores. Experimental results demon-
strate that perceptual prefiltering leads to quality improvements by
up to 10% at low bitrates.

1. INTRODUCTION

Perceptual prefiltering aims at mimicking the way humans treat
visual information in order to improve the compression ratio of
image and video coders. The overall image quality can be im-
proved by degrading image areas that are not expected to attract
the attention of a viewer in order to improve the quality (i.e. the
associated bit allocation) of areas that observers are looking at [1].
To enable perceptual prefiltering, relevant portions of visual infor-
mation (foreground) need to be separated from contextual infor-
mation (background).

Previous work on perceptual prefiltering is based mainly on
low-level features. Non-linear integration of low-level visual cues
that mimics the processing in primate occipital and posterior pari-
etal cortex is used in [2]. Visual cues are combined into a saliency
map that modulates encoding priority. In [3], block importance
is determined directly in the DCT domain by using a discontinu-
ity height measure, which gives the contrast of dominant discon-
tinuities within the block. Highly contrasted discontinuities are
considered to be visually important. Other methods consider high-
level information (semantics) [4, 5]. In [4], each frame frame is
subdivided into a number of classes of relevance that are coded at
a different level of quality by an object-based encoder. The def-
inition of the classes depends on the task to be performed. For
applications such as video conference or news broadcasting, faces
may represent the classes to be considered, whereas in applica-
tions such as video surveillance and sport broadcasting, motion
can be used for segmenting moving objects. In [5], each frame of
the sequence is separated into foreground and background classes
based on motion information. Then, after background simplifica-
tion, both parts are re-composited together and coded by a frame-
based encoder (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Perceptual prefiltering based on semantic information is the
process of video analysis, followed by background simplification
and compositing.

In this paper, we quantify the impact of perceptual prefilter-
ing with subjective experiments and show that background alter-
ations resulting from perceptual prefiltering do not impair overall
quality at low bitrates. Moreover, we propose an objective quality
metric that mimics the behavior of human observers. The met-
ric overcomes the limitations of subjective evaluation experiments
that are expensive, time consuming and cannot be used to assess
video quality in real time.

The paper is organized as follows. Subjective experiments are
reported and discussed in Section 2. The objective quality metric is
presented and validated in Section 3. Finally, we draw conclusions
in Section 4.

2. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION

2.1. Experimental setup

Four test sequences from the MPEG–4 Video Content Set are used
for subjective performance evaluation:Children, Coastguard, Hall
monitorandAkiyo. The sequences include deforming and rigid ob-
jects of different size, complex as well as simple background, and
different types of motion. The TMPGEnc 2.521.58.169 MPEG–1
codec with constant bitrate (CBR) rate control is used. Coding bi-
trates are chosen so as to range from the lowest bitrate supported
by the codec, up to perceptually lossless coding. Since we expect
results to stabilize at high bitrates, tested rates are distributed ex-
ponentially: 200, 250, 300 and 500 Kbit/s for all sequences, plus
150 Kbit/s forAkiyo& Hall monitor, and 100 Kbit/s forAkiyo.

Perceptual prefiltering is either achieved by lowpass filtering,
or by replacing the original background by a static background
shot (Hall monitor). The foreground is hand-segmented. The pre-
processing methods under analysis are: (1) spatial resolution re-
duction; (2) perceptual prefiltering with lowpass filtering; (3) per-
ceptual prefiltering with static background. In Fig. 2, a sample
frames from each sequence coded with MPEG–1 at 150 Kbit/s us-
ing perceptual prefiltering with lowpass filtering is given. Clearly,
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Fig. 2. Sample frame coded with MPEG–1 at 150 Kbit/s using per-
ceptual prefiltering with lowpass filtering. (a)Children; (b) Coast-
guard; (c) Hall monitor; (d) Akiyo.

lowpass filtering of the background does not inhibit the main con-
tent message.

The conditions for subjective evaluation experiments follow
the Absolute Category Rating(ACR) evaluation method, accord-
ing to ITU-T Recommendation P.910 [6]. ACR is well-suited for
qualification tests (i.e., to compare the performance of different
coding strategies), as the method does not use explicit references.
Twenty non-expert observers of different ages and backgrounds
are presented a series of video sequences in random order; the pre-
sentation order is modified for each observer. Each observer par-
ticipate to one sessions and each session contains 75 presentations.
After each presentation, observers rate the quality of the sequence
on a scale ranging from 0 (bad) to 100 (excellent). The presenta-
tion duration is 8 seconds and maximum 10 seconds are allowed
for voting. Before each session, the range of qualities is presented
to the observers in a training phase.

2.2. Statistical analysis of subjective evaluation results

Subjective experiments produce distributions of integer values, each
number corresponding to one vote. These distributions exhibit a
number of variations due to the difference in judgement between
observers, and to the effect of a variety of conditions associated
with the experiment. Specifically, asessionconsists of a number
of presentationsL. A presentation is obtained by applying one
of a number oftest conditionsJ , to one of a number oftest se-
quencesK. Each combination of test sequence and test condition
may berepeateda number of timesR. Themean scorefor each
presentation,ujkr, is then given by

ujkr =
1

N

N∑
i=1

uijkr, (1)

whereuijkr is the score of observeri for test conditionj, sequence
k, and repetitionr. N is the total number of observers. The asso-
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Fig. 3. Frame details with and without semantic prefiltering.
(Left/top) coded original; (right/bottom) perceptual prefiltering
with lowpass filtering. (a)Children; (b) Coastguard; (c) Hall mon-
itor; (d) Akiyo.

ciatedconfidence intervalis derived from the standard deviation
and size of each sample. It is proposed to use the 95% confi-
dence interval, which is given by[ujkr−δjkr, ujkr +δjkr], where
δjkr = 1.96 · (Sjkr/

√
N). Sjkr is the standard deviation for each

presentation.
Votes from unreliable observers are discarded aid of ascreen-

ing procedure, organized in two stages. The first stage ensures that
responses were entered accurately and in accordance with the ex-
periment instructions. In the second stage, the variability of the
data is reduced using the two-step method described in Annex 2 of
ITU-R Recommendation BT.500-11 [7]. First, an expected range
of values is calculated for each presentation. Then, the expected
ranges are applied to the judgement of each observer. Finally, a
subject is rejected for being erratic on both sides of the range, but
not for being always above or always below the expected range.
The results of subjective quality evaluation experiments are sum-
marized in Figure 4. The graphs show the mean quality and asso-
ciated 95% confidence interval as a function of coding bitrate.

2.3. Discussion

From Fig. 4, it is possible to notice that perceptual prefiltering (2-
3) has a positive impact at low bitrates, in particular when the back-
ground is replaced by a frame or a sprite representing the back-
ground (3) (Hall monitor). At bitrates up to 300 Kbit/s, this in-
creases the mean quality by up to 10 points as compared to the
coded original. This is because inter-coded, static background
blocks do not produce residue, so most of the available bitrate can
be allocated to foreground objects.

Lowpass-filtering (2) has a lesser impact. Viewers notice the
improvement of foreground quality due to additional bandwidth
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Fig. 4. Subjective evaluation results of perceptually prefiltered video. The graphs show the mean quality and associated 95% confidence
interval as a function of bitrate. (a)Children; (b) Coastguard; (c) Hall monitor; (d) Akiyo.

freed by the filter, but at the same time they are annoyed by the
loss of background information. ForAkiyo, the quality of lowpass-
filtered and coded original versions is similar over the entire bi-
trate range. This is because the background of the original se-
quence is out of focus, and thus has few high-frequency compo-
nents. ForHall monitor, the mean quality of lowpass-filtering is
slightly above that of the coded original (+1.5) at bitrates up to 200
Kbit/s. The same is true (+1.3) forChildrenat bitrates up to 250
Kbit/s. For Coastguard, lowpass-filtering has been rated above the
coded original (+2.5) at bitrates of 250 and 300 Kbit/s, but below
(-3.5) at the lowest bitrate of 200 Kbit/s. This is because at 200
Kbit/s, foreground objects are corrupted by heavy artifacts in both
versions, whereas at 250 and 300 Kbit/s, lowpass-filtering notably
reduces artifacts that are still visible in the coded original. The
improvement of foreground quality can be verified in Fig. 3. Se-
mantic prefiltering notably enhances the face inChildrenand the
boats inCoastguard.

Background simplifications resulting from perceptual prefilter-
ing (2-3) do not penalize overall quality at low bitrates (100-250
Kbit/s). In fact, image degradations are strong at such bitrates,
and improvements on important image parts due to the additional
bandwidth freed by background simplification are positively per-
ceived. At high bitrates on the other hand, both foreground and
background are coded at high quality. Thus, background alter-
ations are easily noticed by observers and degrade the overall im-
pression.

3. OBJECTIVE EVALUATION

3.1. Quality metric

Subjective evaluation experiments are expensive, time consuming
and cannot be used to assess video quality in real time. An objec-
tive evaluation metric would therefore be desirable. An objective
video distortion measure that emulates human judgement needs to
account for different image areas and their relevance to the ob-
server. This aspect can be considered with the traditional Mean
Squared Error (MSE) by weighting different image areas accord-
ing to their semantics. This leads to thesemantic mean squared
error, SMSE, defined:

SMSE =

N∑

k=1

wk

|Ck|
∑

(i,j)∈Ck

d2(i, j), (2)

whereN is the number of classes andwk the weight of class
k. Class weights are chosen depending on the semantics, with

wk ≥ 0, ∀k = 1, . . . , N and
∑N

i=1 wk = 1. Ck is the set of pix-
els belonging to the object classk, and|Ck| is its cardinality. The
errord(i, j) between the original imageIO and the distorted image
ID in Eq. (2) is the pixel-wise color distance. The color distance is
computed in the 1976 CIELabcolor space in order to consider per-
ceptually uniform color distances with the Euclidean norm. The
final quality evaluation metric, thesemantic peak signal-to-noise
ratio SPSNR, uses SMSE instead of MSE as compared to PSNR.
When the classes are foreground and background, thenN = 2 in
Eq. (2), andwf is the foreground weight. The background weight
is thus (1− wf ). The value ofwf is computed as described in the
following section.

3.2. Foreground relevance

Subjective experiments quantify the amount of attention that we
pay to the foreground and to the background. The foreground
weight,wf , is determined by minimizing the Pearson correlation
[8] betweenSPSNR and subjective results. For the sequence
Akiyo, where the foreground covers a large area and the back-
ground is simple, the observers focused mostly on foreground,
thus leading to a value ofwf = 0.97. For Hall monitor, whose
background is more complex and objects are smaller, the fore-
ground attracted slightly more the attention than the background
(wf = 0.55). The sequenceChildren has a very complex and
colored background that attracted the observer’s attention, thus
resulting in foreground and background being equally weighted
(wf = 0.5). The sequenceCoastguardcontains camera motion.
This prevented the observer from focusing on background steadily,
even though it is quite complex. In this case,wf = 0.7. In general,
results confirm that large moving objects and complex background
tend to attract users attention.

Based on the data collected with subjective experiments, we
predict the foreground weight based on the following formula:

wf = (α− β · σb) · r + γ · v + (σb + 1) · δ, (3)

where r represents the portion of the image occupied by fore-
ground pixels:r = |Cf |/(|Cf |+ |Cb|), with |Cf | and|Cb| repre-
senting the number of foreground and background pixels, respec-
tively. The background complexity is taken into account withσb,
the standard deviation of the luminance of background pixels. The
presence of camera motion is considered withv: v = 1 for moving
camera, andv = 0 otherwise.α, β, γ andδ are constants whose
values have been determined based on the results of the subjective
experiments:α = 5.7, β = 0.108, γ = 0.2 andδ = 0.01.



3.3. Discussion

In Fig. 5(a), Eq. 3 has been used to calculate the foreground weight,
wf , as a function of time forHall monitor. The graphs is subdi-
vided into four zones. In zone 1 (frames 1-23), a person enters the
room from the left. In zone 2 (frames 24-80), the person walks
away from the camera, and a second person enters the room from
the right. In zone 3 (frames 81-248), the person on the right walks
to the camera, and the person on the left walks away from the cam-
era and leaves the room. In zone 4 (frames 249-293), the person
on the right continues to walk towards the camera. The foreground
weight,wf , increases when the portion of the image occupied by
foreground pixels,r, increases as well. This reflects the fact that
large moving objects tend to attract the attention. For instance, the
average foreground weight in zone 2, where only one person is
visible, iswf = 0.548, whereaswf = 0.55 in zone 3, with two
persons.

In Fig. 5(b), SPSNR is plotted as a function of time forHall
monitor. The average quality improvement obtained by semantic
prefiltering with static background (3) as compared to the coded
original is 1.84dB. This reflects the improvement noticed by hu-
man observers in subjective experiments. The average quality with
lowpass-filtered background (2) is inferior to the coded original by
1.38dB. Note that between frames 1 and 11, the performances of
coded original (1) and semantic prefiltering with static background
(3) are similar, because a very limited portion of the image is oc-
cupied by the foreground.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The effectiveness of perceptual prefiltering in improving the qual-
ity at low bitrates has been quantified and analyzed subjectively
and objectively. Moreover, an objective video distortion measure
that emulates human judgement has been described that accounts
for different image areas and their relevance to the observer. Sub-
jective experiments have confirmed that large moving objects and
complex background tend to attract observer’s attention. At low
bitrates, perceptual prefiltering improves quality by up to 10%. In
particular, the replacement of the background with a still back-
ground shot results in significantly more bandwidth being allo-
cated to important image regions, without degrading the overall
quality. This is very important for applications with fixed cam-
eras, such as news broadcast and video surveillance, or when it
is possible to compute a sprite of the background, such as sport
broadcasting.
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